[Targeted therapy: what does it mean? A physician point of view].
Over the past few years, the development of novel antitumoral strategies considered as a more appropriate molecularly drug target has replaced the more empiric screening way of research for new cytotoxic drugs. The better understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying carcinogenesis has provided rapidly this emerging development of a huge patterns of targeted drugs that can inhibit specifically cancer pathways and key molecules in tumor cells or environment, implicated in tumor growth, progression, apoptosis, angiogenesis and metastases. Some of these new targeted agents have already demonstrated their significant efficacy in cancer patients and recently been approved in US and Europe. The recent technological advances in pharmacogenomics and proteomics have led to improve the identification of biomarkers predictive of response and thereby to identify the patients that would be more likely to respond from such a therapy. However, even though some of these new compounds have shown high progress and have become new standards of care and cure for cancer patients, failure rates are still common especially in oncology and deserve a greater attention to the type of these new molecular target, diagnostic criteria to tailor patient and to the different surrogate markers that can be used as outcome measures.